Here you can find out what UNSW students say about Student Exchange.

Nadege, Internat’l Studies

"You get to know the other students very quickly, creating lasting friendships..."

Caroline, Commerce

"Some things in life are just too good to pass up & exchange is definitely one of them..."

Man Ho, Aviation
Exchange at Purdue Uni, West Lafayette in America was simply fabulous...

Elle, Arts

Studying in Boulder Colorado for one semester was one of the best experiences of my life...

Tom, Arts

I’m so proud of myself for going through with this, and you will be too....

Tom, Law
Meeting new people and snowboarding in the Laurentian Mountains...

Michelle, Internat'I Studies

Studying at Uni of Birmingham gave opportunity to explore different countries...

Kristin, Town Planning

How do you sum up 6 months of a different life? I spent a semester in Berlin...

Arwin, Business
I took finance classes with Wall Street’s future best and brightest...
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